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Abstract: In this chapter, we compare countries with different immigrant incorporation regimes and investigate the degree to which immigrant/native achievement differences correspond to these institutional variations in the host societies. After controlling for individual and family background factors, we find that immigrant achievement gaps are largest in nations with exclusionary immigration regimes and smallest in nations with inclusionary regimes. In light of the very limited comparative research on immigrants educational experiences, these findings help advance the study of how immigrants’ experiences are different across Western, industrialized societies. Moreover, they demonstrate the utility of comparative research for developing institutional theory and at the same time they underscore the value of Educational Achievement of Immigrant-Origin and Native Students 347 institutional arguments for providing a more complete understanding of cross-national variations in the achievement gaps between native-born and immigrant-origin students. Because this chapter is only a first step in the study of the impact of institutional variations in immigrant incorporation; we conclude with suggestions for future research on how variations in immigration regimes may impact host societies and the individuals, both immigrant and native born, within them.